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Tape 1 
 
 
In this interview, Stepanida Jegorova, born in 1923 and a resident of Berezovka (in the Preilu 
region of Latvia) during the war, talks about the extermination of local Jews during World War 
II.  
 
 
[01:] 00:30:00 – [01:] 06:59:25 
 
She gives her name as Stepanida Jekimovna Jegorova, date and place of birth as February 1923, 
in Vaivodi, Latvia; mentions that their family lived in Berezovka throughout the war; talks about 
visiting the town of Preilu on the day the Germans entered it; recalls how the Germans later 
came to their house and temporarily occupied the garden; tells about rumors that Jews would be 
exterminated; remembers a Jewish acquaintance Ilya Likhovitsky asking Stepanida’s father to 
adopt his daughter and that her father refused, fearing for his own family; remembers hearing 
shrieking and shooting from nearby fields a day later; describes how her father went there the 
next day and saw fresh burial pits dug on his field; tells about local men rounded up to come and 
bury the dead Jews; remembers seeing toddlers still alive in the burial pits; says father could not 
go to his field to pick up hay because of the horses jumping away from the bloodied grass.  
 
[01:] 07:00:00 – [01:] 11:15:25 
 
She talks about hearing more shrieking and shooting later that week; says another group of Jews 
was shot and buried in their field; describes how her father went to the field and saw some rags, a 
watch, and blood in the grass; mentions a third group of Jews were murdered afterwards; 
mentions a woman (Kokunikha) from a nearby house watching that shooting: there was a 
smaller group of Jews, about 50 people; describes how a year later (1943) local men, mostly 
Russians, were forced by the Germans to exhume the bodies of buried Jews, sprinkle them with a 
black liquid and burn them; mentions that pieces of jewelry left after the burning were collected 
in special sacks; says that after the arrival of the Soviet army in 1944, the strewn bones of dead 
Jews were reburied and the graves were covered with sand. 
 
[01:] 11:16:00 – [01:] 16:19:25 
 
She mentions another burial spot of the murdered Jews, closer to the Jewish cemetery; notes it 
was not redone or covered after the war; gives more detail about the shootings of Jews in the 
fields as witnessed by her neighbor; remembers that in all, four groups of Jews were murdered, 
with each group at a separate day’s sunrise; mentions that the men who were rounded up to bury 
the dead bodies had to stand and wait for the shootings to end; says the Germans came in cars 
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and on motorbikes while the Jews walked on foot; remembers going to the fields later and seeing 
trampled grass and blood. 
 
[01:] 16:20:00 – [01:] 26:25:25 
 
She talks about local collaborators taking part in the shootings; mentions two neighbors 
(Svad’ba, Vyzheek) who were about 45 to 50 years old, married and with children, wearing 
green stripes on their sleeves and carrying weapons; recalls seeing them after the shootings, 
taking home carts loaded with Jewish belongings; notes that both were sentenced to 25 years in 
prison after the war; says that once about five men in their thirties stopped by their house and 
ordered her father to take them to their village; remembers that one of them was dizzy and said 
he had been forced to shoot Jews earlier that morning; says that according to her neighbor, 
Germans participated in the shooting as well; mentions that her neighbor’s reports on the 
shootings of Jews were collected as evidence by Soviet authorities and published in a local 
newspaper (Leninskoye Znamya) after the war.  
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